
Chapter 4

Numerical schemes for solving

Differential and Stochastic

Differential Equations

Market price fluctuations are routinely modeled using continuous stochastic
processes. If it is important to follow an individual price path, a stochastic
differential equation (SDE), e. g. Black-Scholes SDE, has to be solved.

If we are interested in probability distribution of price as a function of
time and various expectation values with respect to such a distribution (e.
g. the price of a European call option), we need to solve a partial differential
equation (PDE), e. g. Black-Scholes PDE. By discretizing the interval of all
possible prices, we obtain a representation of the original PDE in terms of
the system of ordinary differential equations (ODE’s).

In the present Chapter we will consider some basic numerical schemes for
solving systems of ODE’s and SDE’s.

4.1 Systems of ODE’s.

4.1.1 Existence and Uniqueness.

Consider the system of ODE’s

x′ = f(x, t), (4.1.1)
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where x ∈ R
n and t ∈ R, subject to the initial condition

x(t0) = x0. (4.1.2)

Here x is a function of ’time’ t and x′ is a shorthand notation for dx
dt

. The
system of ODE’s equipped with the initial condition is referred to as the
initial value problem (IVP). If function f does not depend on ’time’ variable
t, the system of ODE’s is called autonomous.

Before we attempt to solve an IVP, it is reasonable to try and answer a
much simpler question: does the solution exist and if so, is it unique? If not,
we need to go back to the drawing board and fill in important properties of
the market which our IVP is supposed to model.

Fortunately, the existence and uniqueness question can be resolved in
great generality:

Theorem 4.1.1. Assume that function f(x, t) is continuous in the domain
D = {(x, t) ∈ R

n+1 | | t − t0 |≤ T, ||x − x0|| ≤ ̺} and also is Lipschitz-
continuous with respect to the variable x in this domain . This means that
there exists a constant L > 0:

|f(x, t) − f(y, t)| ≤ L|x − y|

for all (x, t), (y, t) ∈ D. Then the IVP (4.1.1, 4.1.2) has a unique solution
for any initial condition (x0, t0) ∈ D and for

0 ≤ t − t0 ≤ min

(

T,
̺

maxD(|f |)

)

.

Notice that the stated existence and uniqueness is local both in space and
time. The IVP solution is guaranteed to exist globally, if Lipschitz conditions
holds uniformly with respect to ̺ and T . Then the IVP problem has a unique
solution for all t ≥ t0.

Let us give some simple examples which illustrate the statement of the
Theorem. Function f(x, t) =

√
x, x ∈ R is not Lipschitz at 0. As a result,

the IVP
dx

dt
=

√
x, t > 0,

x(0) = 0,

has two solutions: x1(t) = 0, x2(t) = 1
4
t2. In general, for Lipschitz continuity

it is sufficient that all partial derivatives of f are bounded in D.
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More interestingly, let f(x) = x2, x ∈ R. The function f is Lipschitz on
any interval [a, b], but not uniformly Lipschitz (there is no single L such that
|f(x)− f(y)| < L|x− y| for all intervals [a, b]. Therefore, global existence of
the solution to

n′ = −n2, t > 0,

n(0) = n0

is not guaranteed. Indeed, integrating

−dn

n2
= dt

one gets
1/n = t + c and so n = 1/(t + c).

It follows from the initial condition that c = 1/n0 and we get

x(t) =
n0

(1 + n0t)
.

Therefore, for n0 > 0 solution exists for all t > 0, whereas for n0 < 0,
it ceases to exist at t = − 1

n0
. (The equation we’ve just considered is the

simplest example of rate equations used in chemistry to describe the decay of
concentration of a reactant in the process of an irreversible chemical reaction).

Having satisfied ourselves that the problem we posed has a unique solu-
tion, we can move on to the study of the properties of this solution. Some-
times, we can solve the system of ODE’s analytically. More often than not,
only numerical solution is available. There is however an important class of
ODE’s which (i) can be solved analytically; (ii) can be applied to the study
of general properties of systems of ODE’s such as stability.

4.1.2 Autonomous linear ODE’s

Consider the following IVP:

x′ = Ax, t > 0, and x(0) = x0,

where A is an n×n matrix independent of x and t. Such a system of ordinary
differential equations is called linear autonomous. Note that function f(x) =
Ax is uniformly Lipshitz on R

n:

||Ax − Ay|| ≤ ||A|| · ||x − y||.
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Therefore, according to the remark following Theorem 4.1.1 the global solu-
tion exists and is unique.

As it is easy to check, the solution is

x(t) = eAtx0,

where

exp(B) ≡ I + B +
1

2!
B2 + . . . .

is matrix exponential. Unfortunately, the above exact expression does not
make any interesting properties of the solution explicit. These follow from a
more detailed analysis.

If A = Λ , where

Λ =







λ1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 λn







is a diagonal matrix, then

eAt =







eλ1t . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 eλnt






.

If A is not diagonal, but can be diagonalised by a linear coordinate change
T , it is also easy to compute exp(At): let A = TΛT−1, where Λ is diagonal.
Since for any integer n, (TΛT−1)n = TΛnT−1, we get

exp(At) = T exp(Λt)T−1.

The diagonal entries of Λ are equal to eigenvalues of A. Therefore, we can
make the first useful observation: if all eigenvalues have negative real parts,
exp(At) → 0 for t → ∞ and

x(t)
t→∞−→ 0.

The way the solution approaches this limit can be quite interesting: consider
for example the system

x′ = Ax :=

(

a −b
b a

)

x.
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The eigenvalues of matrix A are a ± b · i (the characteristic equation is (a −
λ)2 + b2 = 0). The matrix of eigenvectors is

T =

(

i 1
1 i

)

.

Therefore,

exp(At) = eat

(

cos(bt) − sin(bt)
sin(bt) cos(bt)

)

.

So t 7→ x(t) = exp(At)x(0) is a curve which forms a spiral if b 6= 0. If a < 0
then the solution tends to 0 as t → ∞. If a > 0 the solution tends to infinity.
Finally, if a = 0, the curve t 7→ x(t) = exp(At)x(0) is a circle of radius |x(0)|
centred at the origin. If we take a = −0.1 and b = −1 then the solution
looks like
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The richness of the behaviour of possible solutions of linear systems of ODE’s
is not exhausted by the above example. Consider the case of non-diagonalisable
matrix A:

x′ = Ax :=

(

a 1
0 a

)

x.

Matrix A is a Jordan block, which implies that the space of its right eigen-
vectors is one-dimensional. Fortunately, powers of Jordan blocks are easy to
compute:

An =

(

an nan−1

0 an

)

Therefore,

exp(At) =

(

eat teat

0 eat

)

.
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Again if a < 0 all solutions flow to zero, but not along the spiral: if (x0)2 6= 0,
a solution approaches 0 tangentially along the horizontal axis as for t → ∞,

x(t) ≈ eat(x0)2

(

t
1

)

.

It is interesting to notice, that for a = 0, the solution approaches infinity,
but as a power law rather than exponentially:

x(t) =

(

(x0)1 + (x0)2t
(x0)2

)

.

Two solutions originating from (−1, 1) and (1,−1) correspondingly are shown
below (a < 0):
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In general, any linear system can be analyzed using Jordan decomposition
of system matrix A. The simplest consequence of such a representation is
the following statement describing the large time behaviour of solutions to
linear ODE’s:

Theorem 4.1.2. Let x′ = Ax where x ∈ R
n, and A is a n × n matrix. The

set of initial conditions for which the solution tends to zero for t → ∞,

W s = {x; exp(At)x → 0 as t → ∞}

is a linear space spanned by eigenvectors of A associated with eigenvalues
with negative real parts. Similarly,

W u = {x; exp(At)x → 0 as t → −∞} =
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= {x; exp(At)x → ∞ as t → ∞}
is a linear space spanned by eigenvectors of A with positive real parts.

4.1.3 Examples of non-linear differential equations

For non-linear differential equations, the explicit solution can be found only
in exceptional cases. However, as we demonstrate in the following exam-
ples, solutions to non-linear systems of ODE’s exhibit an amazing richness
of behaviour which makes them suitable for modeling natural phenomena.

The following system of equations has been proposed independently by
Lotka and Volterra to describe the dynamics of coexisting populations of
predators and their prey:

dx1

dt
= (a − bx2)x1,

dx2

dt
= −(c − dx1)x2,

where a, b, c, d are some positive numbers. You can think of x1 as the number
of rabbits in the population and x2 - as the number of wolves. The logarithmic
rate of the expansion of rabbit population decreases with the number of
wolves, whereas the logarithmic rate of the expansion of wolves population
increases with the number of rabbits.

We can’t solve Volterra-Lotka equations in a closed form, but MATLAB
simulation shows that solutions approach the periodic orbit as time goes to
infinity (the orbit starts in (60, 25)):
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This periodic solution describes oscillations of prey-predator populations
which make sense at the heuristic level.
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Another example is the van der Pol equation which describes a one-
dimensional non-conservative oscillator with non-linear damping:

x′′ − (1 − x2)x′ + x = 0,

where x(t) is the co-ordinate of the point particle of unit mass subject to
harmonic force F (x) = −x and non-conservative force D(x) = (1 − x2)x′

which tends to dampen large oscillations. Introducing x = x1 and x′ = x2

we can re-write the Van-der-Pol equation as the system of two first order
ODE’s:

dx1

dt
= x2,

dx2

dt
= (1 − x2

1)x2 − x1.
(4.1.3)

For this equation we also observe the stable limiting cycle behaviour: in
the large time limit all solutions converge to the periodic solution revolving
around zero: the figure below shows the solution starting at (0.1, 0.1):
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Van-der-Pol equation can’t be solved analytically, but its most striking
feature - the existence of the unique stable limiting cycle - can be proven:

Theorem 4.1.3. (Lienard) Consider the second order ODE

x′′ + f(x)x′ + g(x) = 0,

where f(x) is an even function, g(x) is an odd function. Assume that the
following holds true:

• g(x) > 0 for x > 0;

• F (x) ≡
∫ x

0
dyf(y) → ∞ as x → ∞;
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• F (x) has exactly one positive root p: F (x) < 0 for 0 < x < p, F (x) > 0 and
monotonic for x > p.

Then above equation has a unique stable limiting cycle in the (x, x′)-plane
encircling the origin.

For the Van-der-Pol equation, g(x) = x. This function is odd and positive
for x > 0, function f(x) = −(1 − x2) is even. F (x) = −x + 1

3
x3. It has a

unique positive root p =
√

3, F (x) < 0 for 0 < x < p and F (x) is positive and
monotonically increasing for x > p. Therefore, the existence and uniqueness
of the stable limiting cycle for Van-der-Pol equation follows from Lienard’s
theorem.

As you have probably guessed already, the study of the dynamic of non-
linear ODE’s in general can be quite difficult. There is however a question
of the behaviour of the solution near the fixed point which can be analyzed
in many details.

Fixed points of the system x′ = f(x) are roots of the equation f(x) = 0.
Clearly, if f(x0) = 0, then the solution of the IPV

x′ = f(x), t > 0,

x(0) = x0

is x(t) ≡ x0 (provided f satisfies the uniqueness conditions given in Theorem
4.1.1.) What if x0 is close to the fixed point? Then in many cases, the
solution will stay near x0 - at least for some time. Therefore, we can write
approximately

fi(x) ≈
∑

j

∂jfi(x0)(x − x0)j,

implying that the behaviour of the non-linear system in the vicinity of the
fixed point can be studied using a linear system with matrix H(x0) =
∂

⊗

f(x0)!
Assume for example, that all eigenvalues of matrix H(x0) have non-zero

real parts. In this case the fixed point is called hyperbolic. For hyperbolic
fixed points one can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1.4. Near a hyperbolic fixed point x0 the solutions of the dif-
ferential equation are, up to a topological change in coordinate system, the
same as the solutions near the origin for the linear system y′ = Hy where
H = ∂

⊗

f(x0).
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Note that the equality in the statement of the above theorem is exact
rather than approximate.

For example, consider the van-der-Pol equation

dx1

dt
= x2

dx2

dt
= (1 − x2

1)x2 − x1

The right hand side f(x1, x2) = (x2, (1 − x2
1)x2 − x1) is zero only if x2 = 0

and x1 = 0. At this singularity H(0, 0) is equal to

(

0 1
−1 1

)

.

The eigenvalues are solutions of the characteristic equation λ2−λ+1 = 0 and
so equal to 1/2±

√
3

2
i. It follows that all solutions starting near zero, diverge

away from zero: the fixed point of the Van-der-Pol equation is unstable.
We already know that solutions originating from the neighborhood of zero
converge to the stable limiting cycle the existence of which we proved using
Lienard’s theorem. In the picture below we plotted x2(t) for the van-der-Pol
equation.
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We conclude that even when we have to resort to numerics to solve non-
linear ODE’s, there is always some exact information about the solution
available (e. g. existence of limiting cycles, fixed points and dynamics near
the fixed points), which should be used to check if numerical results make
any sense.
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Chaotic times series in ODE’s

A numerical analyst must be aware of equations which exhibit deterministic
chaos, i. e. which are extremely sensitive behaviour with respect to arbi-
trarily small changes in the initial conditions (the so called butterfly effect).
This sensitivity manifests itself in exponential divergence between solutions
corresponding to almost the same initial conditions, the result of which is
an apparently chaotic behaviour of a perfectly deterministic system. Note
however that initial conditions for a model describing a natural phenomenon
can never be known exactly!

One of the most famous ODE’s which exhibit deterministic chaos is
Lorentz differential equation invented to model convection in the atmosphere.
It is given by

dy1

dt
= σ(y2 − y1)

dy2

dt
= (τ − y3)y1 − y2

dy3

dt
= y1y2 − βy3

(4.1.4)

Let us set σ = 10, τ = 28, β = 8/3. The following is the phase diagram
of the first two coordinates of the curve t 7→ (y1(t), y2(t), y3(t)) of the flow in
R

3.
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The 2nd coordinate drawn as a function of time looks like
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The solution is clearly very erratic. For instance, the histogram of the
time series y2(ti) with ti running through [0, 100] in about 10000 steps looks
as follows:
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Even though function y2(t) is deterministic, the histogram looks like a p.
d. f. of a random variable with fat non-Gaussian tails!

The observed complex behaviour in the Lorentz system is intimately con-
nected with the sensitive dependence of solutions on the initial conditions.
For example, let us plot the solution starting through (0, 1, 1) and (0, 1, 1.1).
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An error of 0.1 in the initial conditions leads to divergence of solutions
after about 10 seconds and the 100 percent relative error in the solution after
about 15 seconds. If you had an error 0.01 in the initial condition, then after
about 15 seconds the solutions start to diverge. An error of 0.001 leads to
diverging solutions after about 20 seconds.

One can prove that nearby solutions separate roughly exponentially with
time:

error(t) = eλt · initial error,

where λ > 0 is called a Lyapunov exponent. So knowing the initial conditions
10 times better only allows you to compute the solution more accurately
for extra ∆t = 1

λ
ln(10) time steps. If you know the initial conditions 10k

times more precisely then you only can compute the orbit for only k · ∆t
longer. In other words, the exponential increase in the precision of the initial
condition leads only to the linear increase in the time interval within which
the imprecision of the initial condition has no consequence for the behaviour
of the solution. This means that on long-time paths, one can only describe
solutions in the statistical sense.

As is the case with ill-posed linear systems, one has to be very careful
when analysing systems of ODE’s which exhibit deterministic chaos numeri-
cally. In particular, one has to ask the question what constitutes a meaningful
solution - a curve, a probability measure, etc.
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4.1.4 Numerical methods for systems of ODE’s.

Euler method.

Now let us consider the problem of solving an ODE

x′ = f(x, t), x(0) = a

numerically. The standard approach is to discretise the time interval [0,T]
on which we wish to solve the equation:

t → tn = nh,

where n is a non-negative integer, h is time step, n ≤ N , where N = T/h.
Integrating the above equation over the interval [tn−1, tn] we get

xn = xn−1 +

∫ h

0

dτf(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ), (4.1.5)

where we defined xn = x(tn). Most of numerical schemes are based on
an approximate expression for the integral in the r. h. s. which becomes
increasingly accurate as the step size is reduced, h → 0.

The simplest approximation is obtained by expanding the integrand in
Taylor series and retaining the terms of the lowest order in step size:

f(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ)

= f(xn−1 + ∂tx(tn−1)τ + O(h2), tn−1 + τ)

= f(xn−1, tn−1) + ∂xf(xn−1, tn−1)∂tx(tn−1)τ + ∂tf(xn−1, tn−1)τ + O(h2).

Therefore,

∫ h

0

dτf(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ) = hf(xn−1, tn−1) + O(h2).

We conclude that
xn ≈ xn−1 + hf(xn−1, tn−1),

which is just a recursion (a difference equation), which can be easily solved
given the initial condition

x0 = a.
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Figure 4.1: The illustration of Euler approximation.

The numerical scheme based on the derived equation is called the forward
Euler method. It is clear from the above derivation, that Euler scheme is
based on the approximation of the integral in the r. h. s. of (4.1.5) by the
area of the rectangle with base h and height f(xn−1, tn−1), see Fig. 4.1.

As we incur a discretisation error at each recursion step, the natural
question to ask is whether the solution we end up with bears any resemblance
to the solution of the original equation. A naive argument (to get to time T ,
we need O(1/h) steps but the discretisation error at each step is O(h2)) does
not really work as the discretisation error at the step n may depend on past
discretisation errors and grow beyond O(h2) as a result.

To investigate the question of convergence carefully, let yn be the solution
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to the exact recursion:

yn = yn−1 + hf(yn−1, tn−1), y0 = a.

Definition. The numerical method is said to be convergent of order p on
[0, T ] if the error en = yn − xn satisfies en = O(hp), ∀n ≤ N .

To ensure that by solving Euler difference equation we will get an ap-
proximation to x(t), we just need to show that Euler method is convergent
with some p > 0. In fact it is easy prove the following

Theorem 4.1.5. Euler method is convergent of order p = 1 provided there
are constants K1 ≥ 0, K2 ≥ 0:

|f(x1, t1) − f(x2, t2)| ≤ K1|x1 − x2| + K2|t1 − t2|, (4.1.6)

for any x1, x2 ∈ R and any t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ].

Proof: First of all, notice that the exact solution x(t) exists and is
bounded on [0, T ]. Let

en = yn − xn

be the difference between the exact value x(tn) and its approximation yn at
the n-th time step. Note that e0 = 0. The error en can be estimated as
follows:

|en| = |xn−yn| = |xn−1−yn−1+

∫ h

0

dτ (f(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ) − f(yn−1, tn−1)) |

≤ |en−1| +
∫ h

0

dτ (K1|x(tn−1 + τ) − yn−1| + K2|τ |)

Using the bound

|x(tn−1 + τ) − yn−1| = |en−1 +

∫ τ

0

dτ1f(x(tn−1 + τ1), tn−1 + τ1)|

≤ |en−1| + maxt∈[0,T ]|f(x(t), t)| · h,

we arrive at the following error estimate:

|en| ≤ (1 + K1h)|en−1| + Mh2,
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where M is a positive constant. We conclude that

|en| ≤ Un,

where Un solves the following difference equation:

Un = (1 + K1h)Un−1 + Mh2, U0 = 0

Difference equations of this type have been introduced and studied in Chapter
3. The solution is unique and can be written explicitly:

Un = ((1 + K1h)n − 1)
M

K1

h ≤ eK1tn − 1

K1

Mh

Therefore, for any n ≤ N

|en| ≤
eK1tn − 1

K1

Mh = O(h) (4.1.7)

We conclude that Euler method converges and the order of convergence is
p = 1.

It is worth noting that usually the error bound (4.1.7) is not tight and is
therefore of little use for the actual error estimation. The main conclusions
we can make from it are: (i) Euler scheme converges as we take h to zero;
(ii) If we decimate the step size, the absolute error also gets decimated.

Despite an ever increasing available computational power, there is a con-
stant drive for higher order numerical schemes which would allow to proceed
with the computation in large steps. The ultimate goal is to perform as few
computations as possible while achieving the desired accuracy.

We give an example of the family of high order schemes below.

Runge-Kutta schemes.

Euler method is based on the approximation of the integrand in (4.1.5) by
a constant. Runge-Kutta methods generalizes this by employing an increas-
ingly accurate approximation of f(x(t), t) within the integration interval [0, h]
using Taylor expansion. The main idea of the method is to approximate
f(tn−1 + τ) for τ ∈ [0, h] using Taylor expansion of high order and then
express derivatives of f in terms yn−1, yn and f in a recursive manner.
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Euler scheme uses Taylor expansion of f of 0-th order and is the simplest
example of a Runge-Kutta scheme. Recall that the order of Euler scheme is
1.

A family of second order Runge-Kutta schemes can be obtained by ap-
proximating f(x(tn + τ), τ) by a linear function of τ (first order Taylor ex-
pansion): let α ∈ (0, 1]. Then

f(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ) = f(x(tn−1 + αh), tn−1 + αh)

+
(f(xn−1, tn−1) − f(x(tn−1 + αh), tn−1 + αhn−1)))

αh
(αh − τ) + O(h2).

Evaluating the integral in (4.1.5) using this approximation, we get

∫ h

0

dτf(x(tn−1 + τ), tn−1 + τ) = f(x(tn−1 + αh), tn−1 + αh)h

+
(f(xn−1, tn−1) − f(x(tn−1 + αh), tn−1 + αhn−1)))

αh
(α − 1

2
)h2 + O(h3).

Substituting the result into (4.1.5) we find

xn = xn−1 + f(xn−1, tn−1)(1 − 1

2α
)h + f(x(tn−1 + αh), tn−1 + αh)

h

2α
+ O(h3)

(4.1.8)

It may seem that we didn’t get anywhere: the right hand side of the above
expression depends on x(tn−1 + αh) which we do not know. Note however,
that x(tn−1 +αh) enters (4.1.8) only as an argument of the function f(x, t)h.
Thus to keep an overall accuracy O(h3) we need to know x(tn−1 + αh) up to
terms of order h. The answer is given by Euler formula:

x(tn−1 + αh) = xn−1 + f(xn−1, tn−1)αh + O(h2) (4.1.9)

Expressions (4.1.8, 4.1.9) constitute the second order Runge-Kutte method.
As the name and the size of error terms suggest, the order of this method is
indeed p = 2, but we do not prove this fact here. Note the recursive character
of the method (4.1.8, 4.1.9) and its non-linearity with respect to function f
- these are the trademark features of Runge-Kutta schemes.
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Two particular cases of the constructed family of second order Runge-
Kutta schemes are worth mentioning. If α = 1/2, we obtain the midpoint
discretization method,

xn = xn−1 + f(x(tn−1 +
h

2
), tn−1 +

h

2
)h + O(h3), (4.1.10)

x(tn−1 +
h

2
) = xn−1 + f(xn−1, tn−1)

h

2
+ O(h2) (4.1.11)

This method can be thought of independently as resulting from the approx-
imation of the integral in the r. h. s. of (4.1.5) using the midpoint rule, see
Fig. 4.2:

∫ h

0

dτf(τ) ≈ f

(

h

2

)

h. (4.1.12)

If α = 1,

xn = xn−1 + f(xn−1, tn−1)
h

2
+ f(x(tn−1 + h), tn−1 + h)

h

2
+ O(h3)(4.1.13)

x(tn−1 + h) = xn−1 + f(xn−1, tn−1)h + O(h2).(4.1.14)

This is a trapezoidal method, which can be obtained, as the name suggests
by applying trapezoidal quadrature rule illustrated in Fig. 4.3 to estimate
the integral in (4.1.5):

∫ h

0

dτf(τ) ≈ (f(0) + f(
h

2
))

h

2
.

At this point it is natural to ask why is it necessary to consider various
discretisations of the same order. The answer is that a particular discreti-
sation scheme is often chosen to preserve some exact properties of the un-
derlying ODE, such as Hamiltonian structure, integrals of motion, stability.
For example, the implicit trapezoidal rule (4.1.13) is widely used in digital
signal processing to model continuous infinite response filters as the resulting
discrete filter has the same stability properties as the original.

The classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method is based on Simpson’s
quadrature rule,

∫ h

0

dτf(τ) ≈
(

f(0) + 4f(
h

2
) + f(h)

)

h

6
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Figure 4.2: The illustration of midpoint approximation.

This method requires the execution of a 4-step recursion:

k1 = hf(xn, tn),

k2 = hf(xn + k1/2, tn + h/2),

k3 = hf(xn + k2/2, tn + h/2),

k4 = hf(xn + k3, tn + h),

xn+1 = xn +
k1

6
+

k2

3
+

k3

3
+

k4

6
.

The order of this scheme is equal to 4.
What have we achieved by introducing higher order methods? Should we

always try to use the highest order method available to minimize the number
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Figure 4.3: The illustration of trapezoidal approximation.

of operations? The answer is ’No’, which can be explained as follows. A quick
inspection of the second and fourth order Runge-Kutta schemes suggests that
the number of operations per step grows linearly with the order p. Therefore
the total number of operations is

O ∼ p
T

h
,

The error of the method of order p is by definition

E ∼ hp
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If the desired error E is specified, the number of operations is

lnO(E) ∼ ln(pT ) +
ln(1/E)

p
.

This is minimized at

p0 = ln

(

1

E

)

Therefore, the optimal order of a scheme can be estimated as the position of
the most significant digit in the allowed absolute error. We conclude that one
should use high order schemes for high precision computation, whereas for
rough calculations the optimal speed is achieved by the low order algorithm.

In conclusion, let us notice that most practical algorithms employ a vari-
able step size. In the regions where f varies slowly a larger step size can
be chosen. If on the other hand f changes rapidly, h must be chosen to be
sufficiently small. For example, the MATLAB ODE solver ode45.m uses a
version of the 4-th order Runge-Kutta method with variable step size.

A remark on convergence of numerical schemes.

As we have discussed above, the solution of a positive order scheme converges
to the solution of the underlying ODE. Formula (4.1.7) also suggests that
an increasingly small step size should be used as the size of the simulation
interval [0, T ] grows.

Let us give an example which shows that: (i) Large step size can lead to
numerical instability for large T ; (ii) The step size which is not scaled down
with T can cause the numerical solution to converge to a wrong limit.

Let
x′ = f(x) := −cx x(0) = 1,

where c > 0 is a constant. The exact solution is x(t) = e−ct. The Euler
approximation of x(nh) is yn where yn solves first order difference equation

yn+1 = yn + hf(yn) = (1 − ch) · yn.

The solution is
yn = (1 − ch)n.

If h > 2/c, |yn| → ∞ as n → ∞, i. e. the numerical scheme becomes
unstable. In particular, |yn − x(hn)| n→∞−→ ∞.
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Even if h < 2/c, the numerical solution yn can not be trusted at large
times: in this case limn→∞(|yn − x(nh)|) = 0, but the ratio

e−cnh

(1 − ch)n
= e−n(ch+ln(1−ch)) → ∞, n → ∞

Only if h = T/N , N → ∞, yn converges to x(t) for any fixed t: ’discrete
time’ corresponding to t is n = Nt/T . Therefore,

yn =

(

1 − cT

N

)Nt/T
N→∞−→ e−ct = x(t).

Week 10 MATLAB assignment.

The task is to build MATLAB solver for Lotka-Volterra system using MAT-
LAB’s own ODE solver. Most computer libraries have some package for
solving ODE’s. These packages are often very much optimized, and it makes
no sense to write something yourself. The purpose of the above discussion
is to help you choose the right code for the problem at hand, not write your
own code. Many codes for solving ODE’s can be found in the book by Press
et al, cited in the Introduction.

To illustrate the usefulness of ready solutions, let us build a MATLAB
solver of Volterra-Lotka equations. Firstly, we have to create a function which
determines the right hand side of LV equations:

%Volterra equation

function dy=volterra(t,y)

delta=2;

dy=[(delta-0.1*y(2))*y(1);-(1-0.1*y(1))*y(2)];

Secondly, we need to use a MATLAB ODE solver to solve LV equations
numerically. We choose to use ode45, which is based on a 4-th order Runge-
Kutta method with variable step size. For the time interval t ∈ [0, 10] and
initial conditions [Rabbits, Wolves] = [20, 10],

%week 9

%Final time

T=10;

[t,y]=ode45(@volterra,[0 T], [20, 10]);
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x1=shiftdim(y(:,1));

x2=shiftdim(y(:,2));

subplot(2,2,1), plot(t,x1),

xlabel(’Time’), ylabel(’Number of rabbits’), grid on

subplot(2,2,3), plot(t,x2),

xlabel(’Time’), ylabel(’Number of wolves’), grid on

subplot(2,2,4), plot(t),

xlabel(’Step’), ylabel(’Time’)

subplot(2,2,2), plot(x1,x2),

xlabel(’Rabbits’), ylabel(’Wolves’)

The results are summarized in Fig. 4.4. Note the bottom right picture
which demonstrates the variability of step size.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical solution of Lotka-Volterra equations.
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4.2 Stochastic Differential Equations

4.2.1 Black-Scholes SDE and Ito’s lemma.

Financial market is an example of complex stochastic system: the state of the
market is affected by a myriad of significant factors, which we cannot possibly
take into account exactly. As a result, the evolution of observable market
parameters (asset and derivative prices, changes in supply and demand, etc.)
appear to us as random variables. Stochastic processes which describe the
evolution of these random variables in continuous time are modeled using
stochastic differential equations.

For example, the most celebrated (albeit antiquated) model of asset price
evolution due to Black-Scholes is given by geometric Brownian motion:

dS = rSdt + σ SdWt, (4.2.15)

where Wt is a Wiener process, r is the interest rate, σ is price volatility. We
have dealt with the discrete counterpart of the Black-Scholes process - the
Cox-Ross-Rubinstein model - in Chapter 3.

Recall that Wiener process W = {Wt, t ≥ 0} is a continuous stochastic
process with independent Gaussian increments:

W0 = 0, (4.2.16)

E(Wt) = 0, (4.2.17)

V ar(Wt − Ws) = t − s, t > s > 0. (4.2.18)

There are no true Wiener processes in Nature, but many stochastic pro-
cesses with finite correlation length can be modeled by a Wiener process at
time scales much longer than the correlation length. In this sense, Wiener
process is a useful abstraction which allows one to study long time proper-
ties of a random system without resolving small time scales. One should
therefore view Wiener processes and the associated formalism of stochas-
tic calculus as a useful computational device rather than a highly abstract
branch of probability theory.

Stochastic differential equation (4.2.15) is just a shorthand notation for
stochastic integral equation

S(t) = S(0) +

∫ t

0

rS(τ) dτ +

∫ t

0

σS dWτ ,
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where the second integral is understood in Ito’s sense:

∫ t

0

f(S(τ), τ) dWτ = lim
N→∞

N−1
∑

j=0

f(S(tj), tj)(Wtj+1
− Wtj). (4.2.19)

Various manipulations with Ito integrals can be performed using Ito for-
mula:

Theorem 4.2.1. (Ito) Let S be a solution to 4.2.15. Let U : [0, T ]×R → R

have continuous partial derivatives ∂tU , ∂SU and ∂2
SU . Then

U(t, S(t)) = U(t0, S(t0)) +

∫ t

t0

dτ

(

∂tU + rS∂SU +
1

2
σ2S2∂2

SU

)

|(τ,S(τ))

+

∫ t

t0

σS(τ)∂SU(τ, S(τ))dWτ .

(4.2.20)

The differential form of (4.2.20) is

dU(t, S) =

(

∂tU + rS∂SU +
1

2
σ2S2∂2

SU

)

dt

+σS∂SU(t, S)dWt. (4.2.21)

Note that expression (4.2.21) looks similar to the first order Taylor ex-
pansion of U(t, S), except for the extra term 1

2
σ2S2∂2

SUdt. This terms comes
about due to an almost sure non−differentiability of the Wiener process.1

We will not attempt to prove Ito’s lemma here. We will however present
an informal set of rules for dealing with Wiener processes which enables a
quick derivation of the counterpart of Ito’s formula (4.2.21) for more general
cases including systems of stochastic differential equations and SDE’s with

1If one uses an ’implicit’ definition of stochastic integrals
∫ t

0
f(S(τ), τ)dWτ =

limN→∞

∑N−1
j=0 f(S(ti+tt+1

2 ), ti+ti+1

2 (W (tj+1) − W (tj)) due to Stratonovich, these ’extra’
terms do not appear in the Taylor expansion. As a result of Stratonovich regularization,
mean values of noise terms are no longer zero, so that the final answer for observable
quantities is the same in both Ito and Stratonovich formalism.
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general S- and t-dependent coefficients:

dt2 = 0,

E(f(S(t))dWt) = 0, (4.2.22)

dtdWt = 0, (4.2.23)

dW 2
t = dt.

Note that the last rule states that the square of dWt is non-random and has
the order O(dt1/2). It is the consequence of the law of large numbers applied
to the computation of

∫ t

t0
dU(τ) in (4.2.20) using the definition (4.2.19).

Let us illustrate the use of (4.2.23) by ’deriving’ (4.2.21):

dU(t, S)
def
= U(t + dt, S + dS) − U(t, S).

To calculate the first differential we need to keep all terms of order up to
O(dt) in the Taylor expansion of U(t+ dt, S(t+ dt)). As dWt ∼ O(dt1/2), we
need to keep terms of second order in dWt in this expansion:

dU(t, S) = ∂tU(t, S)dt + ∂SU(t, S)dS +
1

2
∂2

SU(t, S)(dS)2

= ∂tU(t, S)dt + ∂SU(t, S)(rSdt + σSdWt) +
1

2
∂2

SU(t, S)(rSdt + σSdWt)
2

= ∂tU(t, S)dt + ∂SU(t, S)(rSdt + σSdWt) +
1

2
∂2

SU(t, S)(σ2S2dt)

= ∂SU(t, S)σSdWt +

(

∂tU(t, S) + ∂SU(t, S)rS +
1

2
∂2

SU(t, S)(σ2S2)

)

dt,

which coincides with (4.2.21).
Let us briefly discuss typical uses of SDE’s. Firstly, one is often interested

in the sample path, i. e. the solution of SDE for a given realization of
Wiener process. Imagine for example that one needs to analyse time series
contaminated by Gaussian noise correlated on short scales. This noise can
be modeled by Wiener process. To separate signal from noise one needs to
apply a low pass filter to this time series. This turns out to be equivalent
to solving a certain stochastic differential equation. Secondly, one may be
interested in statistical properties of all sample paths, such as the probability
distribution of price S at the moment of time t. In this case, one can use
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an SDE to derive and solve the partial differential equation satisfied by this
probability distribution.

The two application examples given above are by no means prescriptive:
for instance, to find the p. d. f. of S(t) it is often easy to run the corre-
sponding SDE on the interval [0, t] many times and restore the probability
distribution from the histogram of the outcomes of these runs.

4.2.2 The derivation of Black-Scholes pricing formula

as an exercise in Ito calculus.

To illustrate the effectiveness of Ito’s calculus, let us solve Black-Scholes SDE
(4.2.15) and use the solution to re-derive Black-Scholes pricing formula for
the European call option. As we learned from the CRR model, the evolution
of price logarithms is simpler to study than the evolution of prices as the
former is just a discrete random walk. This motivates the following change
of variables:

D(t) = ln(S(t)) (4.2.24)

The SDE for D(t) is easy to derive using the rules (4.2.23):

dD = dln(S) =
1

S
dS − 1

2S2
dS2

=
1

S
(rSdt + σSdWt) −

1

2S2
(σ2S2dt)

= (r − 1

2
σ2)dt + σdWt.

We conclude that

d(D(t) − (r − 1

2
σ2)t − σWt) = 0.

Therefore,

D(t) = ln(S(0)) + (r − 1

2
σ2)t + σWt. (4.2.25)

Therefore, price logarithm at time t can be completely characterised as a
Gaussian random variable with mean ln(S(0)) + (r − 1

2
σ2)t and variance
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E ((σWt)
2) = σ2t. Consequently, the random variable S(t) = eD(t) has the

log-normal distribution.
Recall the formula for the price of the European call option we derived

in Chapter III using the principle of price neutrality:

C(t, S) = e−rtE(max(S(t) − K, 0) | S(0) = S). (4.2.26)

Even though we derived the pricing formula in the discrete setting, the only
assumption we use was independence of the paths {Wτ}τ<t and {Wτ}τ>t

conditional on Wt. This assumption holds true for the Wiener process as
well, making (4.2.26) valid in the continuum.

Using (4.2.25) and the fact that Wt ∼ N (0, t) we get

C(t, S) = e−rt

∫ ∞

−∞

dX√
2π

e−
X2

2 max(Se(r− 1

2
σ2)t+σ

√
tX − K, 0),

which immediately leads to the Black-Scholes formula:

C(t, S) =
1

2
S · erfc(−d1) −

1

2
e−rtK · erfc(−d2), (4.2.27)

where

d1 =
ln(S/K) + t(r + σ2

2
)√

2σ2t
, (4.2.28)

d2 =
ln(S/K) + t(r − σ2

2
)√

2σ2t
. (4.2.29)

(4.2.30)

Note how much effort we saved by using the exact solution of SDE com-
pared with deriving and solving Black-Scholes PDE for C(S, t)! Unfortu-
nately, stochastic SDE’s which describe more realistic price models which
include the effects of stochastic volatility cannot be solved analytically. One
has to employ numerical methods of solving SDE’s which we will discuss in
the next section.

4.2.3 Numerical schemes for solving SDE’s

Milstein and Euler-Maruyama schemes.

We wish to solve the SDE

dS = F (S, t) dt + σ(S, t) dWt (4.2.31)
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numerically on the interval [0, T ] using the discretization of the time interval
with the step h. Our aim is to derive a stochastic difference equation the
solution of which approximates S(t) for a sufficiently small step size. To do
this let us consider the integral form of (4.2.31):

Sn+1 − Sn =

∫ tn+1

tn

F (S(τ), τ) dτ +

∫ tn+1

tn

σ(S(τ), τ) dWτ , (4.2.32)

where we used the notation Sn ≡ S(tn) Numerical schemes for SDE’s can be
derived in complete analogy with numerical schemes for ODE’s by employing
the Ito-Taylor expansion: a stochastic version of Taylor expansion which
accounts for the fact that dWt = O(dt1/2) and dW 2

t = dt.
Let us illustrate the Ito-Taylor expansion by deriving the simplest ap-

proximation to the integrals in the right hand side of (4.2.32):

∫ tn+1

tn

F (S(τ), τ) dτ

=

∫ tn+1

tn

F (Sn + (S(τ) − Sn), tn + (τ − tn)) dτ

= F (Sn, tn)h + O(h3/2).

The approximation of the second integral is slightly more complicated:

∫ tn+1

tn

σ(S(τ), τ) dWτ =

∫ tn+1

tn

σ(Sn + (S(τ) − Sn), tn + (τ − tn)) dWτ (∗)

Given that dWτ ∼ h1/2, we need to know (S(τ) − Sn) up to and including
terms of order O(h1/2). The integral equation (4.2.32) with the upper limit
of integration set to τ gives us

S(τ) − Sn = σ(Sn, tn)(Wτ − Wn) + O(h),

where Wn = W (tn). Substituting this into (*), we get

∫ tn+1

tn

σ(S(τ), τ) dWτ =
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σ(Sn, tn)(Wn+1−Wn)+σ(Sn, tn)∂Sσ(Sn, tn)

∫ tn+1

tn

(Wτ−Wn) dWτ . (∗∗)

It remains to calculate the stochastic integral

∫ tn+1

tn

(Wτ − Wn) dWτ (∗ ∗ ∗)

=

∫ tn+1

tn

WτdWτ − Wn · (Wn+1 − Wn).

Using Ito’s formula,

WτdWτ =
1

2
d(W 2

τ ) − 1

2
dτ,

we find that
∫ tn+1

tn

WτdWτ =
1

2

∫ tn+1

tn

d(W 2
τ ) − 1

2

∫ tn+1

tn

dτ

=
1

2

(

W 2
n+1 − W 2

n − h)
)

Therefore the stochastic integral (***) is equal to

∫ tn+1

tn

(Wτ − Wn) dWτ =
1

2
(Wn+1 − Wn)2 − 1

2
h.

Substituting the answer into (**) we arrive at the desired numerical scheme:

Sn+1 − Sn = σ(Sn, tn)(Wn+1 − Wn) + F (Sn, tn)h +

+σ(Sn, tn)∂Sσ(Sn, tn)
1

2
((Wn+1 − Wn)2 − h) + O(h3/2). (4.2.33)

Terms in the r.h.s. of the above equation are ordered according to their size:
the first term is of order h1/2, the second and the third terms are of order h.
To make the sizes explicit, note that {Wn+1 −Wn} is the sequence of i. i. d.
Gaussian random variables with mean zero and standard deviation h. The
equivalent form of (4.2.33) is therefore

Sn+1 − Sn = σ(Sn, tn)Bn

√
h + F (Sn, tn)h +

+σ(Sn, tn)∂Sσ(Sn, tn)
1

2
(B2

n − 1)h + O(h3/2), (4.2.34)
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where Bn ∼ N (0, 1) are independent. Equation (4.2.34) is called the Milstein
scheme for solving SDE’s.

Neglecting the term proportional to ∂Sσ in the r. h. s. of (4.2.34) one
gets what is known as Euler-Maruyama scheme:

Sn+1 − Sn = σ(Sn, tn)Bn

√
h + F (Sn, tn)h + O(h), (4.2.35)

In a moment we will be able to explain why it is reasonable to throw away
some terms of order h while keeping the others.

How does one judge the quality of a numerical scheme for an SDE? What
do we mean by saying that as the step size h decreases, the solution of a nu-
merical scheme (4.2.34) or (4.2.35) converges to the solution of the underlying
SDE? As it turns out there are two reasonable definitions of convergence:

Strong Convergence. A numerical scheme (a stochastic difference equa-
tion) for equation (4.2.31) is strongly convergent of order γ at time T = Nh,
if

E(|S(T ) − SN |) = O(hγ),

where S(t) and Sn are solutions to the SDE and the stochastic difference
equation driven by the same Wiener process correspondingly.

Strong convergence requires a path-wise convergence of solutions. If one
is only interested in moments of S, the notion of weak convergence becomes
useful:

Weak Convergence. A numerical scheme (a stochastic difference equation)
for equation (4.2.31) is said weakly convergent of order δ at time T = Nh, if

|E(g(S(T )) − E(g(SN))| = O(hδ),

where S(t) and Sn are solutions to the SDE and the stochastic difference
equation correspondingly, g(x) is any polynomial function.

As it turns out, the Euler-Maruyama scheme (4.2.35) is strongly conver-
gent of order 1/2 and weakly convergent of order 1. The Milstein scheme
(4.2.34) is strongly convergent of order 1 and weakly convergent of order 1.2

2For these statements to hold one needs to impose some regularity conditions on coef-
ficients F and σ of (4.2.31). In particular it is sufficient for F to be once and for σ to be
twice continuously differentiable.
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Therefore, neglecting Ito’s terms in the Milstein scheme does not affect the
quality of the scheme if we are only interested in the computation of the mo-
ments. If on the other hand, path-convergence is important (as in filtering),
the Milstein scheme is superior to Euler-Maruyama.

There are many important topics in the theory of SDE’s we haven’t cov-
ered: uniqueness and existence, stability of numerical schemes, the problem
of stiffness. A good reference source for these topics is the book of Platen
et al cited in the Introduction. We hope however that we did managed to
convey a general idea about what SDE’s are and what they can be used for.

4.2.4 Numerical example: the effect of stochastic volatil-

ity.

Let us apply the newly acquired skills to study the effect of stochastic volatil-
ity on option prices. The model we will use is a limiting case of the price
model suggested by Kloeden, Platen and Schurz in their book Numerical
Solution of SDE:

dS(t) = rS(t)dt + σ(t)S(t)dW
(1)
t , (4.2.36)

dσ(t) = −1

τ
(σ(t) − σ)dt + pσ(t)dW

(2)
t , (4.2.37)

where W
(1)
t and W

(2)
t are independent Wiener processes, r is the risk-free

interest rate, σ(t) is stochastic volatility - a solution of the SDE (4.2.37).
In this equation, σ is the long-time mean value of stochastic volatility, τ is
relaxation time to the mean value, p is a dimensionless coefficient regulating
the strength of volatility fluctuations.

Taking the expectation value of (4.2.37) we find that

E(σ(t)) = σ + (σ(0) − σ)e−
t
τ

t→∞−→ σ

Thus this model possesses the means reversion property which we dis-
cussed in the context of FTSE100 time series in Chapter 3. We can also
observe the phenomenon of clamping, as occasional large fluctuations of σ(t)
take time τ to relax to the mean value.

We expect the price of the underlying asset which satisfies (4.2.36) to be
more volatile than the price of the the underlying which satisfies the standard
Black-Scholes SDE with volatility σ:

dS(t) = rS(t)dt + σS(t)dW
(1)
t
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Therefore, we expect the price of a European call option to be be greater
for the stochastic volatility model than for the BS model with the same
parameters.

To verify this we set up a numerical routine for calculating the option
price using the general formula (4.2.26). We used Euler-Maruyama scheme to
solve both the Black-Scholes SDE and the system (4.2.37, 4.2.36) numerically,
see the attached MATLAB script. The results are summarised in Fig. 4.5
below. We observe both clamping and mean reversion for volatility in the
KPS model. In response to volatility jumps, the price fluctuates rapidly in
an apparently discontinuous manner. As a result, the price of European call
option within the KPS model is consistently higher than within the Black-
Scholes model. How important is this observation? Imagine that the real
market is indeed closer to KPS Universe than it is to BS Universe. Then
the ’no free lunch’ principle implies that if you, as an option contract writer
and an adept of Black-Scholes, sell the options at the price below the market
value, you ARE losing money.

%Stochastic volatility model

%Initial price (As a fraction of strike price)

S0=1;

%Time interval

T=10;

%Interest rate

r=0;

%Relaxation time

tau=0.1;

%Volatility stdev

p=4;

%Step size

h=0.002;

tinv=[0:h:T];

%Mean volatility

sigma_m=0.1;

%Initial volatility

sigma_0=sigma_m;

%Sigma path

N=size(tinv,2);

sigma=zeros(1,N);
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Figure 4.5: Numerical investigation of option prices in KPS model.

sigma(1)=sigma_0;

sigma1=zeros(1,N);

sigma1(1)=sigma_0;

S=S0*ones(1,N);

Sbs=S0*ones(1,N);

for k=2:N

B1=randn;

%Euler scheme

sigma(k)=sigma(k-1)-h/tau*(sigma(k-1)-sigma_m)+sqrt(h)*p*sigma(k-1)*B1;

%Milstein scheme

%sigma1(k)=sigma1(k-1)-h/tau*(sigma1(k-1)-sigma_m)

%+sqrt(h)*p*sigma1(k-1)*B1+h/2*p^2*sigma1(k-1)*(B1^2-1);

%Price field
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B2=randn;

S(k)=S(k-1)+r*S(k-1)*h+sigma(k-1)*S(k-1)*sqrt(h)*B2;

Sbs(k)=Sbs(k-1)+r*Sbs(k-1)*h+sigma_m*Sbs(k-1)*sqrt(h)*B2;

end

subplot(2,2,1), plot(tinv,sigma,’k-’,tinv,sigma_m*ones(1,N),’r-’)

title(’Stochastic volatility in KPS model’)

legend(’Stochastic volatility’,’Long time mean value of volatility’)

xlabel(’Time’)

subplot(2,2,2), plot(tinv,S,’r.’,tinv,Sbs,’k-’)

title(’KPS price fluctuations’)

legend(’Euler Scheme’,’BS limit’)

xlabel(’Time’)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%European call price calculation

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

countrange=1:4;

for m=countrange

S0=(m+1)/3;

expers=2000;

C(m)=0;

CBS(m)=0;

for n=1:expers

sigma=zeros(1,N);

sigma(1)=sigma_0;

sigma1=zeros(1,N);

sigma1(1)=sigma_0;

S=S0*ones(1,N);

Sbs=S0*ones(1,N);

for k=2:N

B1=randn;

%Euler scheme

sigma(k)=sigma(k-1)-h/tau*(sigma(k-1)-sigma_m)+sqrt(h)*p*sigma(k-1)*B1;

%Milstein scheme

%sigma1(k)=sigma1(k-1)-h/tau*(sigma1(k-1)-sigma_m)

%+sqrt(h)*p*sigma1(k-1)*B1+h/2*p^2*sigma1(k-1)*(B1^2-1);
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%Price field

B2=randn;

S(k)=S(k-1)+r*S(k-1)*h+sigma(k-1)*S(k-1)*sqrt(h)*B2;

Sbs(k)=Sbs(k-1)+r*Sbs(k-1)*h+sigma_m*Sbs(k-1)*sqrt(h)*B2;

end

C(m)=(n-1)*C(m)/n+max(S(N)-1,0)/n;

CBS(m)=(n-1)*CBS(m)/n+max(Sbs(N)-1,0)/n;

end

CBSth(m)=blsprice(S0, 1, r, T,sigma_m);

end

C=exp(-T*r)*C;

CBS=exp(-T*r)*CBS;

subplot(2,2,3), plot(countrange/3,C,’r-’,countrange/3,

CBS,’k-’,countrange/3,CBSth,’b-’)

xlabel(’S/K’)

title(’European call price’)

legend(’KPS via Euler’,’BS via Euler’,’BS via blsprice.m’)

subplot(2,2,4), plot(countrange/3, C./CBS,’k-’)

xlabel(’S/K’), title(’The ratio of option prices under KPS and BS models’)

4.2.5 Some popular models of stochastic volatility

Heston model

dS = rSdt +
√

V SdW2.

dV = α(b − V (t))dt + σ∗

√

V (t)dW1

where α, b > 0. The W1 and W2 are correlated Wiener processes,

dW1dW2 = ̺dt,

where ̺ is the correlation coefficient. If 2αb > σ2
∗ then for almost all sample

paths the solution for V remains positive.
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Constant elasticity of variance model.

One could take
dS = rSdt + σSβ/2−1SdW

(this is called constant elasticity of variance). There is some empirical evi-
dence that 1 < β < 2 fits stock price data better than geometric Brownian
motion: for higher asset prices, the volatility tends to be smaller than it
would be within the Black-Scholes model.
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